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Abstract
This work concentrates on extending the scope of text-
independent speaker verification (SV) systems for practical ap-
plication oriented services at par with the existing other bio-
metric measures. In this direction, sufficient train with limited
test data (≤ 10 s) based framework is considered for having
user comfortness along with efficient decision delivery. Dif-
ferent excitation source features, acoustic-phonetic information
and suitable pattern recognition approaches are investigated to
obtain improved performance in such a scenario. Finally, the
stated directions are fit to a common architecture to be bene-
fited from each of them. The final combined SV framework
shows the potential for field deployable systems providing an
improved performance. Additionally, some of the issues that
come across the development of practical SV systems are also
explored with possible suggestions to deal with them.

Index Terms: speaker verification, source features, acoustic-
phonetic information, kernel discriminant analysis

1. Introduction
The exponential growth in research has led to systems into de-
ployment and the field of speaker verification (SV) too has ex-
perienced the same. In the last decade several application ori-
ented systems based on SV technology has emerged out that
have gained attention showing prospects towards systems into
practice [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. While considering systems for practi-
cal deployment, the amount of speech data is expected to be
minimal in order to provide user comfort and effective deci-
sion delivery. However, in case of text-independent SV, the
amount of speech data available plays a major role in SV perfor-
mance. It is found that the performance achieved with state-of-
the-art i-vector based speaker modeling degrades as the amount
of speech data is reduced [6, 7, 8]. Thus, limited data for SV be-
comes a critical point, which motivated to choose the problem
statement of the thesis on this ground.

The significance and motivation of using limited data made
to come up with a framework of sufficient train with limited test
data for a practical application oriented system. This is based on
the fact that one time sufficient data can be taken from the users
for enrollment, while the testings for regular usage of the system
has to be of short duration. For studies, short segments of dura-
tion ≤ 10 s is considered as limited data used for testing. The
aim of the current work is to achieve an improved performance
in a scenario using limited test data for SV. In order to accom-
plishing this goal, different features, acoustic-phonetic informa-
tion and suitable pattern recognition techniques are explored,
which provides the foundation of this work. Additionally, some
of the issues that occur in practical systems are investigated that
are under the scope of this work.

The remaining organization of this work can be seen as:
Section 2 mentions regarding the different attributes of source
information that is useful for SV with limited test data. Theex-
ploitations made with respect to acoustic-phonetic information
is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the kernel based
discriminant analysis useful for limited data perspective. The
combined framework developed using the stated explorationis
explained in Section 5. In Section 6, some issues related to
the practical systems are investigated. The future work plan fol-
lowed by summary and contributions are mentioned in Section7
and Section 8, respectively.

2. Excitation Source Features Having
Different Attributes

In case of limited data based SV, as there is a very small amount
of data available for characterization of speakers, there comes a
need to have alternative features which may be useful to capture
speaker characteristics. Although, mel frequency cepstral coef-
ficient (MFCC) features are ubiquitous in the field of speech
processing, there are features which can have speaker informa-
tion. The excitation source features stand as one of those kind
and their importance has been demonstrated for SV [9, 10, 11].
Even though, these voice source features are not as much effec-
tive as the conventional vocal tract features, their fusionwith
vocal tract features has always been advantageous [9, 11]. Thus
the source features are taken as a step to explore for improving
performance in a limited test data based SV system.

The noise like structure of linear prediction (LP) resid-
ual makes the source information less discriminative to cap-
ture speaker-specific information. It is hypothesized thatcon-
sidering source features of different attributes can lead to-
wards improved speaker characterization. In this direction,
three source features mel power difference in subband spec-
trum (MPDSS) [12], residual mel frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (RMFCC) [13] and discrete cosine transform of linear
prediction residual (DCTILPR) [14, 15] are explored from their
origin to investigate the nature of speaker characteristics carried
by each of them. The explorations depict that each of the con-
sidered source feature possesses unique attribute of excitation
source, given by periodicity, smoothed spectrum information
and shape of the glottal signal, respectively [16]. Although,
LP residual is the common signal used to extract these fea-
tures, due to different signal processing mechanisms involved
and evidence captured, each of them represent specific aspect
of excitation source. The three source features are then fused as
mentioned in [16], which provides improved SV performance.
Further, their fusion with MFCC features enhances the perfor-
mance by large margin indicating their significance for SV with
limited test data.



3. Significance of Acoustic-phonetic
Information

The acoustic-phonetic information in an utterance spoken by
the speaker has a definite significance in SV. The match in lex-
ical content can be utilized for SV, which comes into the pic-
ture from the genesis of text-dependent mode of SV. This be-
came further strengthened when Gaussian posteriorgram based
features are extracted using text-specific and sentence-specific
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) that produced a better match
between the train and test sessions [17]. However, in text-
independent SV, there is no restriction on what to be spoken dur-
ing training as well as testing. Thus, it becomes challenging to
utilize the acoustic-phonetic information in a text-independent
SV scenario. In this direction, a text-constraint model based
approach is proposed to have a match of lexical contents be-
tween train and test sessions for a text-independent SV scenario
in an explicit manner [18, 19]. Further, in order to capture the
acoustic-phonetic information in an implicit manner vocal-tract
constriction (VTC) evidence is used , which capture the nature
of constriction while producing different phonetic units [20].
The use of VTC evidence along with the MFCC features re-
sults into an improvement that indicates the benefit of utilizing
acoustic-phonetic information in SV.

4. Kernel based Discriminant Analysis
The contributions towards having improved performance after
exploring different attributes of source information and then
with utilization of speaker-specific acoustic-phonetic informa-
tion, another direction is investigated. The observationsfrom
i-vector based speaker modeling shows that the i-vectors ofthe
short utterances vary much due to large variation in the phonetic
content in each case [21]. Therefore, the conventional pattern
recognition techniques for channel/session compensationcould
not distinctly separate the i-vectors across different classes. In
this regard, kernel discriminant analysis (KDA) is explored
which transforms the feature vectors into a higher dimensional
space and then performs discriminant analysis [22]. The KDA
when used at the back-end of i-vector based speaker modeling
for channel/session compensation performs better than theother
existing techniques like linear discriminant analysis (LDA) fol-
lowed by within class covariance normalization (WCCN) and
probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA). Further, it is
observed that the KDA based framework is more useful while
dealing with the limited test data based scenario.

5. Combined Framework
The work then focuses on bringing out a framework combining
all the explorations made for having improved speaker char-
acterization for SV with limited test data. In this final frame-
work, VTC feature is extracted and combined with conventional
MFCC features at the feature level and i-vector based modeling
is done for speaker representation. Three parallel systemsare
build using the different attributes of excitation source informa-
tion based on source features MPDSS, RMFCC and DCTILPR.
The KDA based channel/session compensation is applied at the
back-end on each of the systems developed with the stated fea-
tures. Finally, a score level fusion is made for all the systems
to complete the combined framework with the different explo-
rations made. The developed combined system is able to handle
SV with limited test data to a large extent enhancing the base-
line system performance [23].

6. Investigating Issues in Practical Scenario
In this work, few issues that come in a practical system are in-
vestigated, that include mismatch in speech tempo, sessionvari-
ability and template aging. It has been found in the literature
that the mismatch in train and test conditions degrades the SV
performance. The mismatch in speaking rate between train and
test sessions is one of those. A prosody modification method
is employed to modify the speaking rate of the test speech ac-
cording to that to the train speech to compensate the mismatch
in speech tempo [24, 25]. For investigating the session variabil-
ity and template aging, the RedDots database designed for short
utterance studies is used [26]. It is collected over a periodof
one year and hence has a lot of session variability in the trials
collected from the users. It is observed from the studies that
considering the first, middle and last sessions of speakers can
provide improved results than that obtained with the baseline
framework [27]. Further, the studies related to template aging
depict that the later sessions of the speaker are more robustfor
capturing speaker information. Thus these project that there is
a need to update the speaker models in regular intervals in case
of a practical system.

7. Future Work
The future work is motivated by the current results that have
been discussed. Some of the future works may be seen as,

• Explore the importance of the excitation source features
within the glottal region for more robustness.

• To have evidence like vowel roundness, frontness for de-
tailed capture of acoustic-phonetic information.

• Identify specific variabilities for limited data SV and im-
plement specific compensation methods to deal with.

• From the view of practical system, source features in de-
graded condition, spoofing attacks may be explored.

8. Summary and Contributions
This work focuses on developing an improved SV framework
using three different directions. These directions include exci-
tation source features, acoustic-phonetic information and suit-
able pattern recognition approach. Further, some of the issues
of practical SV systems are also investigated alongwith possible
solutions for them. The prime contributions can be observedas:

1. Bringing out an SV framework having sufficient train
with limited test data for application oriented systems.

2. Exploring different attributes of source information and
significance for SV with limited test data on fusion.

3. Proposal of a text-constraint model based framework and
explicit/implicit utilization of speaker-specific acoustic-
phonetic information for speaker modeling.

4. Exploring kernel based discriminant analysis and its
scope for SV with limited test data.

5. A combined framework involving the stated three direc-
tions for dealing with limited test data.

6. Investigating some issues in practical systems: mismatch
speech tempo, session variability and template aging.
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